WATER AFFORDABILITY ADVOCACY TOOLKIT

Water Shutoffs
No one should lose access to water because of an inability to pay a water bill.
Utilities often claim that shutoffs are a necessary collection tool to protect
utility revenues and to prevent unscrupulous people from “free riding” on paying
customers. However, studies ranging from the 1970s to recent decades have
demonstrated that the overwhelming majority of households pay their utility bills
when they are able.1 The truth is that when people don’t pay, it is usually because
the bills are simply unaffordable.
There is no nationwide reporting on water shutoffs for
nonpayment. But multiple studies have documented
thousands or tens of thousands of shutoffs in individual
cities around the country in a given year.2 In one study,
among the 73 utilities around the country from which data
were obtained in 2016, the authors tallied nearly 570,000
residential shutoffs.3
Disconnecting service to people who can’t afford to pay for
water is both cruel and counterproductive. Shutoffs can
have severe consequences, including harm to individual and
community health, psychological stress, and loss of housing
or even of child custody.4 Struggling households will often
sacrifice other needs to keep the water on, becoming
trapped in a cycle of juggling necessities to stay connected
to water.5 As a result, shutoffs often exacerbate whatever
crisis prompted a household to experience payment
difficulties in the first place, making it less likely that they
can get back on track.
This module focuses on policies that place limits and
conditions on a utility’s ability to disconnect residential

service due to nonpayment. The programs and policies
below may not be available from every water utility but
could suggest areas where advocates can seek change,
either at the local level or through state legislation.
Critically, protections from shutoffs—whether through
limits on disconnection of individual customers or a utilitywide moratorium—should be accompanied by programs
that address water debt and unaffordable bills. Simply
prohibiting a utility from disconnecting water service does
not eliminate a customer’s financial responsibility for water
bills. Further, in households where unaffordable water
bills are an ongoing problem, there is a high risk of falling
behind again, once an immediate shutoff crisis is past.
Therefore, the restrictions on shutoffs covered in this
module should be part of a holistic solution that minimizes
the chances that households will be confronted with
water bills that they cannot afford. The modules on Water
Debt, Affordability and Assistance Programs, Equitable
Water Rates, and Water Efficiency and Plumbing Repair
Assistance address key components of such an approach.

SOLUTIONS AND TOOLS EXPLORED IN THIS MODULE:
Combining shutoff protections with bill relief for those unable to pay

n	

Establishing shutoff protections for vulnerable individuals and protections based on extreme temperature, season,
time of day, or day of the week

n	

Prohibiting shutoffs while a billing dispute or application for assistance is pending

n	

Adopting temporary shutoff moratoriums to address problems facing a large number of customers

n	

Ensuring adequate notice and opportunity to contest a bill before a shutoff

n	

Eliminating or limiting punitive fees and other barriers to reconnection

n	

Preventing shutoffs when water bills are combined with billing for other city services

n	

Rejecting the use of flow limiters as an alternative to shutoffs

n	
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RISKS TO THE HOUSEHOLD FROM WATER SHUTOFFS

Relying on shutoffs as a collection tool creates serious
risks for households. Interruptions to water access can
significantly disrupt people’s home and work life, impacting
their ability to care and provide for themselves and their
dependents. Individuals need safe drinking water and sewer
service to prepare meals and practice basic hygiene. Some
also need water for the safe operation of medical devices.6
Some utilities impose additional charges when a household
is disconnected, such as late fees, interest, disconnection
and reconnection fees, or deposit requirements.7
Disconnection can also result in other costs, such as the
need to buy expensive bottled water. These added fees and
costs can increase the household’s debt and exacerbate
their financial distress, making it even harder to restore
and maintain service after a shutoff.
There are more severe risks from being disconnected for
an extended period of time. In some cases, a water shutoff
can lead to loss of housing. Having running water and sewer
service is considered essential for a home to be habitable—
safe and fit to live in—as these services are necessary for
hygiene and sanitation. Homes without water for long
periods of time are at risk for building code violations and
possibly condemnation.8 For tenants, a shutoff can lead to
eviction if the lease terms require the tenant to maintain
water service.9
Moreover, when a shutoff causes housing instability,
it can harm worker productivity and disrupt schooling
for students.10 Prolonged shutoffs can also lead to

A protester at the Detroit March for Justice in Detroit, Michigan,
on October 2, 2015.

structural damage to water pipes or water quality dangers
from bacterial buildup in the pipes.11 In some cases,
disconnection of water service can also lead to loss of heat
where there is no water for boilers and radiators.
Shutoffs can also lead to loss of child custody. Social
services may be called in regarding the well-being of
young children if a home is considered unsafe due to lack
of running water or sewer service.12 Further, in some
places, anyone reconnecting their home to service without
authorization can face felony criminal charges.13

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:
As you develop a water affordability advocacy plan, answering the following questions may help you identify issues to address concerning
shutoffs for nonpayment:
How does your utility notify customers of a pending shutoff for nonpayment, procedures to avoid disconnection, and the process for
disputing a bill? Is this notice adequate? Is there enough time to line up emergency assistance or work out a payment arrangement to
avoid a shutoff? Is there a fair process for disputing a bill?

n	

Does your utility have robust affordability or assistance and debt relief programs to prevent shutoffs for households unable to afford
their bills?

n	

Does your utility have special shutoff protections if members of a household are ill, elderly, survivors of domestic violence, or minors?
Does it have shutoff protections based on extreme temperature or season (e.g., winter)? Does it prohibit shutoffs on or before weekends
or holidays?

n	

Which communities, households, and neighborhoods are being most impacted by shutoffs? How are they being impacted?

n	

Does your utility delay enforcing a shutoff when a customer has a good-faith dispute over a bill, or when an application for assistance
is pending?

n	

Does your utility impose punitive fees or deposit requirements that make it hard for households to get reconnected?

n	

Does your utility use flow limiters in place of shutoffs?

n	

Are there state laws that provide rules or requirements concerning any of the issues above? If so, do they apply equally to all water utilities,
or only to those regulated by a state utility commission?

n	
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PROTECTIONS FROM SHUTOFFS

Some utilities have rules or policies to protect against
shutoffs under certain circumstances, such as when
disconnecting service would cause a significant risk to the
household or the public. These rules (if they exist) may
have been created by state legislators or regulators, by
local officials (for example, through local legislation or
mayoral executive order), or by the utility itself. The text
box below provides some tips for researching the local
rules.

FINDING A WATER UTILITY’S CONSUMER PROTECTION RULES
Water and sewer utilities should have their service rules published
somewhere. As discussed in the Accountability and Participation
in Decision Making module, how water and sewer systems are
governed can differ from city to city within the same state. So
figuring out which body of government has authority over a water
or sewer utility can take some research.
The first place to look for a water or sewer utility’s written
customer protection rules is on the utility’s website; it may appear,
for example, in the billing or customer service section. For some
utilities, particularly those regulated by state utility commissions,
these rules may be included as part of their tariff, the legal
document that sets out the utility’s rates and conditions of service;
this should also be available online. In the tariff, look for a section
titled “General Rules,” “Terms and Conditions,” or something
similar.
If the water utility is run by the municipality, the customer
protection rules may also be in a local ordinance or regulation. You
may be able to find the rules by contacting a local elected official’s
constituent services.
Only a small percentage of water utilities are privately owned, and
many of these are regulated by a state utility commission. The
commission’s website may have links to the rules for commissionregulated water utilities and may also have a summary of those
utilities’ consumer protection rules. The commission’s consumer
affairs division should also be able to direct you to the water
service rules. A legal services attorney or the state’s utility
consumer advocate’s office (if one exists) may also be able to help
you find the water or sewer service consumer protection rules.

Very few states have uniform shutoff protections that apply
to all water utilities. California’s Water Shutoff Protection
Act establishes baseline safeguards applicable to all
water systems above a certain size; utility commission–
regulated systems in California are subject to additional
commission rules. California advocates are currently
advancing legislation to strengthen the act. (For details on
the California law and proposed amendment, see the text
box below, “California’s Water Shutoff Protection Act.”)
In Michigan, advocates are pushing for their own Water
Shutoff Protection Act to provide uniform statewide shutoff
safeguards.14
In most states, the state utility commission is a source
of uniform statewide rules for utilities under their
jurisdiction, which are predominantly privately owned
utilities. However, the majority of each state’s water
utilities are beyond the reach of the utility commission’s
rules. (There are exceptions, such as in Wisconsin, where
the state utility commission regulates virtually all water
utilities.)15
Even where shutoff rules exist, they may not apply to all
households. For example, rules that apply only to utility
“customers” may not protect renters whose landlord pays
the water bill. (Issues related to renters are discussed
further in the Protections and Support for Renters module.)
Some common shutoff protections to look for—or advocate
for—in utility rules or state or local law are summarized
below. Endnotes include specific state or local examples
(although the authors have not investigated how effectively
the rules are implemented in each instance).16 California’s
Water Shutoff Protection Act also includes some of these
protections.
Shutoff protections combined with bill relief for
low-income households and others unable to pay:
A robust safety net is needed to prevent shutoffs when
people cannot afford their water bills. This requires
not only restrictions on shutoffs based on inability to
pay, but also the adoption of programs and policies that
provide effective debt relief and ensure that future bills
are affordable. (For extensive discussion of options, see
the modules on Water Debt, Affordability and Assistance
Programs, Equitable Water Rates, and Water Efficiency
and Plumbing Repair Assistance.) A shutoff moratorium
could provide immediate relief to struggling households
while these programs are being established.

n	

There are many ways to structure shutoff protection rules, but these protections
alone do not eliminate a customer’s debt or reduce future water bills.
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Special shutoff protections for vulnerable
individuals: If someone in the home is very sick or
elderly, is a domestic violence survivor, has a disability,
or has young children, there may be special rules
prohibiting shutoffs.17 Even where there are no rules,
the utility may be persuaded to hold off on disconnecting
water service in order to protect the health and safety of
the residents. If there are individuals in the home who
have special medical equipment that requires safe water
to operate, it’s a good idea to let the utility know right
away.18 Rules that provide shutoff protection based on
medical need are very common for utilities regulated by
state utility commissions; such rules typically require
verification from a qualified medical professional that a
resident’s health and safety will be at risk if the water
is disconnected.19 A recent report by the National
Consumer Law Center provides detailed analysis and
recommendations concerning serious illness protections
for utility customers.20

n	

Extreme temperature shutoff protections: Rules that
prohibit shutoffs during extremely hot or cold weather
are common for electricity and natural gas service.
However, shutoffs of water service can also pose risks
in hot weather (e.g., dehydration) or cold weather (e.g.,
lack of heat when heating systems depend on hot water
or steam). The City of Jackson, Mississippi, for example,
will not disconnect water service for nonpayment when
the National Weather Service for Jackson has issued a
freeze warning or excessive heat warning as of 8:00 AM
on the day of the scheduled disconnection.21

n	

Seasonal shutoff moratoriums. Electric and gas
utilities are often prohibited from shutting off service
to lower-income customers during the winter. Few
states offer comparable protection for water service,
even though some homes have heating systems that
rely on water. States and cities that offer winter shutoff
protections include New Jersey (for all water utilities),
Pennsylvania (for utilities regulated by the state utility
commission), and Philadelphia and Pittsburgh (for
municipal water utilities).22

n	

Limitations on times of day and days of the week
when water shutoffs can occur: Terminating utility
service when the utility’s billing office isn’t open or right
before it closes—such as right before closing time or
before weekends or holidays—is unfair and potentially
dangerous because it does not allow the customer time
to make a payment and get reconnected. This can lead to
a customer going without water for an extended period
despite willingness and ability to pay. It is common for
state utility commissions to have rules limiting when
a water shutoff can occur, which apply to utilities
subject to commission regulation.23 Municipal utilities,
particularly the larger ones, may have similar rules.24

n	
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Protection from shutoffs if there is a good-faith
dispute over a bill: When a customer has contacted
the utility with a good-faith dispute over a bill, the best
practice is to delay disconnection while the dispute
is being resolved.25 Most rules prohibiting shutoffs in
the case of a dispute require that the customer initiate
contact with the utility and that the parts of the bill not
in dispute be paid. (See the Billing Problems and Dispute
Resolution module for additional discussion.)

n	

Protections from shutoffs while customers are
seeking assistance and following receipt of
assistance: State laws and utility policies should
prohibit shutoffs while an application to enroll in an
affordability, assistance, or debt relief program is
pending; a law passed in New Jersey provides that
protection on a temporary basis as the state transitions
out of a COVID-19 shutoff moratorium.26 Further,
affordability or assistance program rules could provide
a customer with shutoff protection for a period of time
after the customer initially receives assistance. For
example, federal guidelines for the temporary Low
Income Household Water Assistance Program (LIHWAP)
recommend that participating utilities provide this
protection.27

n	

Temporary shutoff moratoriums: Sometimes when
there is a widespread problem that poses a risk of
disconnection for a large number of customers, a utility
or government entity will enact a ban on shutoffs for
a period of time. Many people associate moratoriums
with the COVID-19 pandemic, when temporary shutoff
bans were enacted in many states and cities.28 However,
governments and utilities have imposed temporary
moratoriums for other reasons as well. For example,
DeKalb County, Georgia agreed to suspend shutoffs
after a massive community outcry around erroneous
and outrageously high water bills affecting thousands
of customers.29 Advocating for a moratorium can be an
effective way to reduce the immediate harms caused
by system-wide problems. However, customers are
still responsible for their water bills, and water debt
can continue to grow during periods when shutoffs are
suspended, posing the risk of widespread shutoffs when
the moratorium ends. (For more on dealing with water
debt, see the Water Debt module.)

n	
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CALIFORNIA’S WATER SHUTOFF PROTECTION ACT
California’s Water Shutoff Protection Act was passed in 2018 and took effect in February 2020. It requires all water utilities with at least
200 service connections to provide certain minimum consumer protections.30 In the 2021–2022 legislative session, advocates are advancing
legislation to strengthen the protections and extend the requirements to smaller systems.31 Below are highlights of the existing law and (in
italics) the pending bill to strengthen it. (The summary of proposed amendments is based on the bill as introduced. The state legislature’s
website includes changes made as the bill advances through various committee hearings.)32
Baseline requirements for local shutoff policies and debt
repayment: Utilities must have a written policy on disconnection
of service for nonpayment, translated into certain languages, and
posted online and/or available upon request. The local policy must
include:
A plan for deferred or reduced payments.

n	

Alternative payment schedules.

n	

A formal mechanism for a customer to contest or appeal a bill.

n	

A telephone number to contact to discuss options to avoid a
shutoff.

n	

Proposed amendment: Require utilities to develop arrearage
management plans to forgive all debt over a 12-month period if
the customer stays current on new bills.

n 

Minimum number of days overdue before shutoff:
Shutoff is prohibited unless customer’s bill is at least 60 days
overdue.

n	

Proposed amendment: Prohibit shutoff unless customer’s bill is
at least 120 days overdue and arrears are at least $400.

n	

Disconnection protection where there is combined billing for water
services and non-water services or fees:

Proposed amendment: Prohibit utilities from disconnecting
water service if the customer has paid an amount equal to or
greater than the monthly charge for water service.

n	

Minimum notice requirements:
At least 7 days before disconnection, the utility must call or
provide written notice of the pending disconnection and must
explain the opportunities to prevent the shutoff, the process
to have a water bill reviewed, and how to appeal a bill. If the
company cannot contact the customer by phone or mail, the
utility must visit the customer or leave a written notice in a
place where it is likely to be seen by the customer.

n	

If a water customer is disconnected, the utility must explain how
the customer can be reconnected.

n	

Protection while billing dispute is pending: If a customer appeals a
water bill, the utility is forbidden from shutting off the water while
the appeal is going on.
Serious illness protection: A disconnection is prohibited if it causes
a serious threat to a resident’s health.
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Limitations on fees:
Low-income customers’ reconnection fees are capped at $50
during business hours and $150 if reconnection is outside of
normal business hours, but fees cannot exceed the actual cost
to the utility.

n	

Low-income customers can have interest charges waived once
every 12 months.

n	

Proposed amendment: Require utilities to waive disconnection
and reconnection fees for low-income customers.

n 

Protections for tenants and other non-account-holders receiving
service:
For rental housing units receiving individually metered service,
where the landlord is the named account holder, utilities must
provide at least 10 days’ advance written notice to tenants
before shutoff and a process for tenants to take over the water
service account.

n	

Proposed amendment: Add protections for households that
reside in a master-metered multifamily building or mobile home
park when the owner is in arrears on the water and sewer bill.

n 

Annual reporting:
Utilities must report the annual number of disconnections for
nonpayment.

n	

Proposed amendment: Require reporting of annual number of
disconnections for nonpayment for each zip code served, and
add the following data points to the annual report: data on
the number of accounts for which water service was restored
within 36 hours, 36 hours–7 days, and more than 7 days after
disconnection; the number of accounts in arrears and the
median amount of the debt; and the number of customers
enrolled in a water affordability program.

n 

State enforcement:
The California State Water Resources Control Board (State
Water Board) has enforcement authority and can impose fines
up to $1,000 per day for violations.33

n	

Proposed amendment: Require the State Water Board to assist
small water systems with compliance.

n 

Proposed amendment: Require state utility commission to
establish a streamlined process for investor-owned electric and
gas utilities to share data with water utilities to help identify
customers enrolled in low-income utility assistance programs.

n 
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WHEN A LARGE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS ARE FACING SHUTOFFS
Communities experiencing a large number of shutoffs
for nonpayment may want to consider organizing to stop
these shutoffs while seeking system-wide changes to fix
the underlying root cause of the shutoffs. Shutoff data can
be used to demonstrate a pattern of different shutoff rates
based on income and race.34 (See also the module on Data
Collection and Transparency.)

CUSTOMERS MUST RECEIVE ADEQUATE NOTICE AND HAVE
AN OPPORTUNITY TO CONTEST A BILL BEFORE A SHUTOFF

Having clear, fair, and accessible processes for disputing a
water bill is a critical consumer protection.35 Furthermore,
under the Due Process Clause of the U.S. Constitution,
users of publicly owned water utilities (e.g., municipal
utilities) are entitled to advance notice of a shutoff and
an opportunity to dispute the charges.36 (See the module
on Billing Problems and Dispute Resolution for further
discussion about this essential consumer protection.)

THE EMERGENCY LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLD WATER
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (LIHWAP)
The emergency federal LIHWAP program can help households
at risk of shutoff or who need to be reconnected to water. This
program is temporary and has limited funding, but for those able to
receive assistance, it can pay off water debt and help households
get reconnected to water.37 See the module on Affordability and
Assistance Programs for more information.

RECONNECTING SERVICE AFTER A SHUTOFF
(FEES AND DEPOSITS)

As described above, for struggling households, missing a
bill payment can lead to assorted fees, penalties, interest,
and deposit requirements that increase debt and make it
harder to get reconnected.
The Water Debt module provides examples of state laws
and utility rules that eliminate or restrict these charges.
For example, California’s Water Shutoff Protection Act
limits reconnection fees for low-income customers; pending
legislation to amend the law would waive shutoff and
reconnection fees entirely for low-income customers. San
Francisco’s municipal water and sewer utility eliminated a
$55 disconnection fee and $55 reconnection fee because it
came to realize those fees were punitive.38
Households can face other costs when trying to reconnect,
such as plumbing repairs that may be necessary to safely
restore service and water costs for the flushing of lines as
necessary to ensure safe water following reconnection.39
Effective affordability and assistance programs could help
address these costs.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS WHEN THE WATER BILL ALSO INCLUDES
OTHER UTILITIES AND SERVICES

Some municipalities combine water and wastewater service
with other equally costly or more expensive municipal
services, such as electricity and solid waste disposal, on
a single bill. In these cases, failure to pay the full bill, for
all services, may lead to loss of water service.40 (See the
Billing Problems and Dispute Resolution module for more
discussion on this topic.)
© Catherine Lall/Dreamstime
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CAUTION: FLOW RESTRICTORS THAT PROVIDE SUBSTANDARD SERVICE MAY BE PROPOSED AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO SHUTOFFS
Some water utilities have taken an interest in an emerging, and disturbing, practice of drastically reducing the flow of water to a household that
is behind on its water bills. The use of flow restrictors is often framed by the utilities as more compassionate than shutoffs.41 Many advocates
disagree with that characterization and instead see water flow restrictors as rationing a basic necessity and jeopardizing water quality as well
as the performance of fixtures and appliances. This is second-class (if not lower) service, and it fixes attention on punitive measures instead of
focusing resources on addressing the underlying water affordability problem.
Basic activities such as bathing take much longer with flow limiters. A dramatic reduction in the flow of water affects whether showers will have
enough pressure to work, particularly on an upper floor. In fact, flow restrictors appear designed to make struggling households miserable until
the water debt is paid off.
Reduced flow rates may also affect the functioning of household plumbing systems in ways that create risks to health and safety. For example,
the anti-scald mechanism in a shower may not work as designed when flow rates are reduced.42 Additionally, if a utility is proposing use of flow
restrictors, advocates should consider pushing the utility to assess whether restrictors could jeopardize the safety of drinking water.43
Phoenix’s water department began installing low-flow restrictors in March of 2020 in the roughly 600 homes where water was shut off at the
time.44 The city stated that with installations of the restrictors, “flows would be restricted to the lowest level at which the meter still registers
use,” thereby precluding outdoor and discretionary water use.45 But the city conceded that indoor use is drastically impaired as well. A water
utility representative explained that the restrictor leaves a 1.3 millimeter opening at the meter that limits flow to 0.4 gallons per minute—as
opposed to the typical maximum flow rate of 20–30 gallons per minute through a residential meter. As described in a media article, “Showers
become splash baths. Filling a glass of water takes 20 to 30 seconds instead of 2 seconds.”46
According to Circle of Blue, the experiment lasted only a few weeks in 2020. When COVID-19 hit, the water department suspended penalties for
late payments and removed the installed flow restrictors, thereby restoring regular water service.47 But the program was restarted in 2021, with
restrictors removed only when a water debt was resolved or a payment plan was entered into.48

KEY RESOURCES:
Food & Water Watch, America’s Secret Water Crisis: National Shutoff Survey Reveals Water Affordability Emergency
Affecting Millions, October 24, 2018, https://www.foodandwaterwatch.org/insight/americas-secret-water-crisis.
	This report collected and analyzed data on shutoffs from 73 large water utilities in states across the country. It also
contains a discussion of the harms of shutoffs and policy recommendations.
Olivia B. Wein and Charlie Harak, Protecting Seriously Ill Consumers from Utility Disconnections: What States Can
Do to Save Lives Now, National Consumer Law Center, February 2021, https://www.nclc.org/issues/energy-utilities-acommunications/protecting-seriously-ill-consumers-from-utility-disconnections.html.
	This report surveys state policies concerning disconnection of electric and gas service to individuals experiencing serious
illness. Although the report focuses on the energy sector, it may be useful when considering similar protections for water
users.
Access to Utility Service: Disconnections, Metering, Payments, Telecommunications, and Assistance Programs (Boston:
National Consumer Law Center, 2018), https://library.nclc.org/aus.
	This manual provides exhaustive discussion and examples of utility (mainly energy) shutoff protections. The online
version requires a subscription and the hard copy is available for purchase, but a copy may be available in a local law
library or legal services office.
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